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Amended proposal for a 
COUNCIL DECISION 
adopting a multi-annual Community programme 
to stimulate the development of a European multimedia content industry 
and to encourage the use of multimedia content 
in the merging information society 
(INFO 2000) 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 189 a (2) 
of the EC-Treaty) '· 
':  '· 
Explanatory memorandum 
1. ·  introd~ction  ·  .. 
1.1  On  30  June ·.1995  the.·Comrriission  adopted  a  proposal.for a  Council  Decision 
adopting a.multi-annual Community programme to stimulate the development ofa 
European rimltimedia conte~t industry and to~  encourage the use of  this multimedia 
.·.  content :in' the emerging information society (INFO 2000) (COM(95)  149 final). 
, This proposal was transmitted to the  C:,ouncil'on 30 June 1995. . .  ·  ·  · 
- .  '  .  .  . 
J .2,  the Councif  reached a  political agre.ementon this proposal on 27 November 1995 .. ·  . 
.  '  '.  .  '  .  ·.  .. 
/  . 
'1.3  The ESC delivered its ·opinion at  the meeting ·on 2Q-21. December1995 (ESC(95j 
1455). 
1.4  The. European Parliament adopted  its  opinion  qn  28 .March. 1996.  That opinion 
:contains 52 ameridmentstbthe ~riginal text presented bythe C:orrml.ission. .  . 
1.5  The Commission1.cart accept 24 of these amendments, of which 16 in whole and 8 
. in part. I  tcanno~  accept the remaining 28 amendments:  .  .  .  . 
.  .  . 
· -1.6  The  reasons· fo~  which  the  Commission  has  adopted·  this position  ·on .the 
ai1lendme~ts are set out in paragraph 3 belo~. The text·of the arilellded proposal is  · 
given in Aniiex 1 (right-hand  ~olumn) as  compared with the text of thee original 
.•  proposal (left-hand column).  .  . 
.  ·.  .  '  ~  . 
2.  Object orthe. proposal 
.  .  . 
. The  proposal  concerns .  the  establtshment  of a  multi-annmtl Community programme, 
called  INFO  2000,  aimed  at stimulating  the  development of  a  European multimedia· 
content industry and  encouraging the use oLthis multimedia content in the  emerging 
·'information society  ..  · .  ·  ·  ··  · 
> 
· The three long.:.tetm strategic objectives ofthe programme are:  .·.  . ,  ·  . 
. •  . to facWtat~ the development ofthe European information content industry; ..  ·.  .I' 
.•.  to.optim1se the contrjbuticm of  J;lew information services to growth, competitiveness 
and employinerit in Europe;  <  ·  ·  .  . .  ·  ~ ·:  ...  ·  .  ·  .  ·  ..  •  •  ·  . 
· · •  to  optimise  the·  contribution. of  the  .  advanced  information  services·  to  'the 
profe-ssional, social and:.cult!Jral devdopmentofthe cit.izens of  Europe~ . · 




2  ... 
t  ... 
·f  ..... 
.~ .' · 3.  Position  of the Commission on  the' amendments  presented  by the European 
Parliament  · 
3.1  Amendments accepted as they stand 
The Commission accepts Amendments 4, 6, 8, 9, 15, 17, 20, 22, 27, 28, 33,34,39, 44,47 
and 51. 
' 
Amendment 4 adds a new recital rightly underlining respect for linguistic pluralism. 
Amendment 6 is useful in that it adds a new recital ~o the effect that the measures under 
the programme must help, in particular, to reduce the risks of  exclusion. 
Amendment 8 specifies that cinema and television are included in the audiovisual sector. 
Amendment 9  stresses the synergy to be achieved between the INFO 2000 programme 
and other Community programmes or initiatives.  · 
Amendment 15 extends the Commission's responsibility to the granting offinancial aid. 
Amendment 17 redefines the field of application· of the comitology procedure set out in 
Article 5, by deleting the breakdown of  the budgetary expenditure and introducing a more. 
precise  wording  as  ·regards  the  participation  of  bodies  from  third  ..  countries  or 
international organisations. 
Amendment 20 is a technical improvement to the wording employed. 
Amendment 22 is  useful in  pointing out that the organisations entrusted with awareness 
and information campaigns work in' a  European and international network.  , 
Am~ndmcnt  27 is an improvement to the title of Action Line 2 (Multimedia exploitation 
of  public sector information).  . 
\ 
Amei1dment /8 adds some useful remarks on public sector information. 
Amendment  33  spccitics  the  fields  concerned  by  the  pilot projects  condm,:ted  under 
activity 2.2 .. 
Amendment 34 i1~1provcs upon the wording of  the original text to. express the same ~dea. 
Amendment 39 rightly reiterates the importance of.the coordinated approach adopted in 
the pilot projects cond~tcted under the IMPACT programme.  . 
Amendment  44  rightly  insists  on  particular  encouragement  for  the  development  of 
multiniedia  services  for  SMEs  amatigst  the·  measures  aithed  at  deyeloping  and 
exchanging good practice. 
3 '•' 
. Amendment 4i rightly points out that education must devote more attention' to Europe; s 
cult:u.fal and linguistic heritage and to  t~e multim:e,dia aspect.  · · 
. Amendment 51  impro~es upon the wording. 
· · 3·.2.  Amendments whl~h  th¥  co~ission·c.in  accept in part or subject to  modiflc~tiqn. 
'  .  .  .  '  '  ( 
. This concerns Amendments 1, 5, 7, 21, 30, 37, 38 and 50. 
.  ..  .  '  .  '  .  .  ·..  '  '  .  ':  .  .  . 
Amendri:ient  ·1  makes  a  useful  addition  in  the  form  of. a  new recital  reiterating  the  .... ~ 
. prinpiples of equality,  accessibility and low cost, with regard to certain basic services,' .  · 
;which :  must be resp~cted in  the  provisio11  of multimedia  services.  The Commission, 
.'  cannot, however, 'accept the words "and in some  c~ses free provision", which it regards'' 
~too  all-embra'cing.  '  .  ·' 
'Amendment 5· Carl  be  a~cepted in  principle~: in that the interests of the 'public certainly 
merit speciai.,attention. Nevertheless, in order to. preserve the· consistency ~f  the text' of 
the recitals~ it is pre~eiable to add the words "arid the inter~sts of  the public" at the end of 
· recital 11. ·  · 
It  ~~not within the remit of  :rN'FO 2000 to settle the questions raised by Amendment 7  .. 
J:'Jevertheless,  th~ Commission agrees with the  spirit ·  ofthe prqposed recjtal  and ·will 
devote particular attention to  the level of  implementation of the programme,· so as  to 
..  · ·ensure  that the' measures' taken  under. the. programme  are 'compatible' with the  policy 
guidelines expressed by ParJiament. The. amenchrient. is· therefore acceptable. if reworded 
as  fo11ows:  ''Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  devote .  particular· attertticiri,  at' the~ level  of. 
implementation of the, progrcimme; to the ·risks of abuse of niultiniedia.content in such 
. pernicious .areas as' racism, illegal'pomogr:aphy and othercrl.minal activities;''  · 
.  .  ~ 
Amendment  21  is acceptable  as  regards  the  first  two parts,.  in  that  it  makes  useful 
additions  .. In the_  third  part~  ho\)Vever,  while  the  remarks . about  encouraging. the 
developrrient .of deniand  amongst· certain  us~r groups  is  acceptable,  the  reference to 
certain  categories  (womeQ,  the  disabled, ·associations,  NdOs) is  too<specific _in  this 
context. 
Amendment 30 js  acceptable except for ·the. first  point (''and 'the' potential ·offered  by 
women .in the subsequent development of'  such technologies") and the last point ("The 
Commissi.on will assist the Member States ... ''); the.first point confuses- the  ge~eral and 
,  the particular ~nd m:akes it di(fic~l~ to grasp the real imperatives of  the Green Paper. The 
·last point·seems hardly compatible with the. principle of subsidianty and would require 
fin~cia~ resour¢es not provided for in the prop,osed budget. 
Amendment  37  is  acceptable  provided  the specific reference  to :the  Uriited  States  is 
deleted. ·  .  .  · 
4 The  first  two  parts  of Amendment  38 provide  useful  rewordings  and  additions.  As 
regards the second· last change (development of  new software packages), the' Commission 
cannot accept this addition for the reasons set out for Amendment 45. Lastly, in the case 
of  the final change, the proposed measure duplicates the measures taken under the Green 
Paper on copyright and neighbouring rights in the information society. 
Amendment 50 is welcome, in that it proposes that the support received for the products 
emanating  from  a  project  receiving  financial  support  should  be  acknowledged.  The 
inc~usion of the European Union flag,  however, is not acceptable, since it could create 
ambiguity by giving the impression of  a quality label. 
3.3  Amendments which the Commission cannot accept: 
This concerns Amendments 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18', 19, 23., 24, 25, 26, 29, 31, 32, 
35, 36, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 4'6, 48, 49 and 52.  · 
Amendment 2  raises the  risk. of duplication with other programmes, in particular the 
Telematics Applications programme, in that it states that the actions should support the 
development  of applications  serving  the  purposes  of health,  education,  training  and 
regional planning. 
A  new  recital  giving  special  treatPlent  to  associations  and  NGOs,  as  proposed  in 
Amendment 3, is not  justified in the light of  the general nature of  the recitals. 
Contrary to  Amendment  10,  the  Commission  considers  that  adapting  the  individual 
projects to  developments in the market is  essentially a matter for  the partners in each 
project. On the other hand, the Commission must ensure that the proposed programme 
adapts' to developments in the market, in particular by updating the criteria for calls for 
proposals.·· 
Amendment 11,  which lays down a principle of .stri'ct  reciprocity in implementing the 
programme in cooperation with third countries or international  organisation~, seems too 
·specific. There is rio such statement in other Community programmes. 
Amendment 12 is unacceptable to the,Commission as the proposed text is not in line with· 
the standard text set out in Annex II, point 2.A, of the Joint Declaration of the European 
Parliament,  the · Council  and  the  Commission  of  6  March  1995  concerning  the 
incorporation of financial  provisions  into  legislative  acts.  However,  the  Commission 
accepts the introduction of  a recital and a provision adapted to and in conformity with the 
aforementioned Declaration. 
Amendment  13  is  not  in line  with the  Commission's general  policy  on the  point  in 
question  . 
. Amendment 14 increases the annual budgetary resources by_ reducing the duration of the · 
programme.  The  Commission shares the  view that the programme requires substantial 
.  . 
5 budgetary  resources  in·  order  to  achieve · its . objectives~ . However,  the·  budgetary 
' . .  ' consequences of the  proposed  amendment are' incompatible. with the overall financial 
·  planning 'and  conflict with the  financial  outlook  hi  heading  3.  For ¢ese reasons the 
. · Commission cannot accept the amendment. The Commission nevertheless welcomes the 
''support  it  demon~traies for  its' position .vis:.a....:vis  the .Council  on the  budget  for  the 
•  •  •  •  •  j  •  ' 
programme. 
I' 
Amendment  16 'does not appear to .. i~troduce. any  additional  eleillents .over and  above 
what is  already provided for  in the f1nancial  statement and ·~ex  3.  At the. technical 
level, it'wouJd also be preferable to make a gener8I reference t() the Financial Regulation 
. (instead of the  specific reference  to Article  57)· anq  to  bj"ing  the  terminology  of the 
ainendment into line_with that used in Article 57 of  the Financial Regulation.  · 
Amendment l  8~  does not .introduce .any new  ele~e~t over.  ~d  above. the current practi~e  .  .'.  .  .  . .  .  .  ·,  .....  .  . 
.  and regulations  .  .  , 
Amendment .19; setting  30 Septeml?er,l997.as the date for submiss.ion-ofthe evaluation 
report, is undesirable  .. The deadline is too short and will reduce the value of  the mid-stage 
evaluation report,' as it wil~ take into consideration only the results obtained over 'the· first' ' 
twelve months,· and. that is ail inadequate reference period.  Moreover, ·because qf their 
procedural  complexity, ' there  is  a . risk  that  the  arrangements  for  appointing  the 
independent' experts will resu,lt in a further reduction:in the reference period.  ' .  · · 
•  •  .  .  '  •  - :  !.  '  :  .  I 
Amendment 23  adds a function which lies outside the tasks of the organisations in the 
network and which is largely undertalceri through ~ther channels: 
· · Amendment' 24  adds  nothlng  useful, ·since thepre~en(  ~ording d.oes  not  exclude  the · 
organisations mentioned.·  '  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
·Amendment  25  makes .  a  statement which c'oncerns  action" 4.3  rather  than action  1.:1. 
Although  the .  Commission  largely  welcomes  the'  subst~ce- of the  amendment,  it 
. . considers that this aspect is covered by the present wording of  action 43. ' 
I  -'  -"  •  '  .  .  , 
· The  Commission  considers  that  action  1.2 musL be  maintai~ed, in  contrast  to 'the 
..  obje~tive of  Amendment 267 Its proposed deletion appears to be. inspired more by budget . 
considerations than by ·genuine .reasons of  justificati~n or problems of  Implementation. ·. -·  · · 
.  '  ·- .  - .  .  .·  . 
The Cpmmission considers the elements of Amendment 29 of  rel~vance· to the debate 
.  which will take place on. the Green Paper o~ access to; .dissemination and exploitation of 
. public-sector 'information.  However,  it would be better not to  be. too  prescriptive  as 
regards the Green Paper. .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  Amendment ·  31,  concerning  an information. syste~ on  information,  adds  a  statement 
\Vhich is ·of little tise, as it is  <l;lready included in the notion of  a directory.·  · 
f  •' 
. '/ Amendment 32 proposes a wording which is too specific as regards:wometi's interests 
and too restrictive as regards the concept of rui electronic public space (virtual realitY),. 
which should not be limited.to the directories aspect. 
The·new wording of the title of Action Line 3.1, as proposed by Amendment 35, is not 
fundamentally different from that proposed by the·Commission. The Commission prefers 
· to retain the initial wording for reasons of consistency with its position on Amendments 
38, 40 and 45.  · 
Amendment 36  is. redundant in relation to Amendment 8 and makes a superfluous and 
unbalanced statement. 
Amendment 40 deletes the three fields  identified as  being of strategic importance,  in 
which  the  production  of  multimedia  information  content  must  be  stimulated. 
Coordination structures are already covered by action 1.2. Finally, the emphasis placed 
on multimedia products which are easily adaptable from one Member State to the other is 
already  adequately  expressed  in  the  wording ·of  section  3.1  (multilingual  and 
·  multitultural European approach).  . 
The first change (risk of  diversity in the· range of  products) introduced by Amendment 41 
relates more to the discussions of the public or private information circles. The second 
element (particular attention to be devoted to small producers) seems largely 'redundant in 
view of  the preceding sentence in the text of  point 3.1. 
Amendment 42  proposes  a  mechanism which the  Commission cannot accept  for the 
. implementation  of Action  Line ·3.1.  However,  the  Commission  considers  the  idea 
interesting  and worthy of a  more  detailed  study  which  can  be  undertaken  under the 
proposed Action Line 4.1.  ·  .  · 
The  Commission  considers  that  the  particular  attention  to  be  devoted  to  the  legal 
conditions for transferring information public .sector information to the private sector, as 
set out in Amendment 43,  should. be  dealt with under Action Line  2  arid  not at the 
specific level of  Action Line 3 .2. 
Amendment 45 aims to establish a new Action Line 3 relating to the development of  new 
software packages.  This measure is  not part of INFO 2000, since it is covered by the 
fourth framework programme of  research and development (IT, ACTS, Telematics).  ·· 
Amendment 46 is  not acceptable,  as the  text of the preamble is  not in  line with the 
proposed measures. 
Amendment 48 proposes a new breakdown of  the budget which the Commission cannot 
accept. The Commission is aware of  the need to increase the resources for Action Line. 3 
at the expense of Action Line  1 and can agree with the thrust of the proposed change. 
However,  the  Commission  considers  that  the  proposed  percentage  spread  ~~  too 
restrictive. The Commission therefore proposes the following breakdown: 
7 ·' 
---~i,~~\J  '._,  - ~tvrs;ttaa 
.. -action line: 1 (stimulating demand and raising awarene.ss): 20-30%, 
~-action line2 (exploiting Europe's public sectorinfor¢iation): 18-23%, 
.·  . -action line 3 (triggering European multimedia potential): 43-:55%, 
-action line 4  (support actions):7-12%. -
Amendment 49 cannotbe accepted for the follo"wing reasons. It is not desi~able,to replace 
·.  "c~l.for proposals';  with "call  for  tender"· in point  3. of ~ex  ,III,_  Since  this point 
concerns shared.:cost pr~jects.for which the Commuqit)''s financialcontributiqn will not 
be more th~  50%"of the cost. of the project. As regards point 4, the  Coriunission~s text 
.  -.aims to allow the cofimmcing of  prcijects submitted in the form of  unsolicited proposals, 
outside the formal framework of  a call for proposals. ,The amendment does not cover this 
eventuality and should be rejected.·  ·  · 
Amendment 52 introduces ·an. unaccep4tble procedural.complexity~ . 
... 
4. ·. ·  Conclusion 
The Commission recommends that the Council approve the amended proposal contained 
-in Annex ;  ·  ·  ·  · 
~· 
8 
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i 
._/ Original proposal 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Community, and in particular Article  130 
paragraph 3 thereof, 
Having regard to the·proposal from the Comnlission 
(1)  , 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to  the opinion of the Economic and , 
Social Committee (3)  ·  · 
Whereas the European content industry can make a 
significant contribution to the stimulation of growth, 
to the strengthening of competitiveness  and  to  the 
development of employment  in the  Community,  as 
indicated  · in  the  White  Paper  on  "Growth, 
competitiveness,  employment - The challenges and 
ways forward into the 21st century" (4), 
Whereas the European Council at Brussels on 10-11 
December 1993  decided,  on the· basis of that White 
Paper,  to  implement  an  action  plan,  consisting  of 
concrete measures at both Union and Member States  . 
level,  notably  with  respect  to  information 
infrastructures and new applications, for  whic~ new 
content is required;  · 
(1)  .0JN° 
(2)  OJN° 
(3)  OJN° 
(4)  'Growth,  competitiveness,·  employment  -
The  challenges  and  ways  forward  into  the  21st 
century',  COM(93)700  final  of 5.12.1993,  Chapter 
5A 'The information society'. 
9 
Modified proposal 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard , to  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Community, and in particular Article  130 
,paragraph 3 thereof,  · 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission 
(1)  ' 
' 
Having  regard ·to  the  opinion  of  the  .European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion ·of the Economic and 
Social Committee (3)  .  ·.  ·  · 
Whereas the European content industry can make a 
significant contribution to the stimulation of growth, 
to  the  strengthening of competitiveness  and to  the 
development  of employment  in the Community,  as 
indicated  in  the  White  Paper  on·  "Growth;., 
competitiveness,  employment  - :.The  challenges and 
ways forWard into the 21st century"(4),  · 
Whereas the European Council at Brussels on 10-11 
December  1993  decided,  on the basis of that White 
Paper,  to  implement  an  action  plan,  consisting  of 
concrete measures at both Union and Member States 
level,  · notably  with  respect  to  information 
infrastructures and new applications, for which new 
content is required; 
) 
(1)  OJ W  C 250, 26.9.1995, p.4 
(2).  OJW 
(3)  OJWC 82,  19  .. 3.1996, p. 36 
(4)  'Growth,  competitiveness,  employment  - The 
challenges and ways forward into the 21st century', 
COM(93)700  final  of 5.12.1993,  Chapter  5A  'The' 
information society'. .  I 
I·· 
Whereas the EuroPean  Council  at. Corfu 9n  24._25 
June 1994 took note of the Recommendations of the 
· High Level  Group ·on  the  inforniation  society  as 
presented  in  'the  report  "Europe  and  the  global 
information  .  society"(5);  .  and  underlined  that  the 
Community and Member States  have  an important · 
role to play in bringi~g  abo1,1t the info~ation society 
by  giying political impetus, by creating a clear and 
stable regulatory and legal framework and by setting  .. · 
an example in areas which col!'e under their aegis; 
·Whereas the Commi.ssion
1S  action  plan  " Europe's. · 
Way to the Information Society - An Action Phin"(6) 
recognises the  importance of content and stipulates 
that the. Commission wili propose  way§~  to stimUlate 
. the  creation  of favourable.  conditions  for content 
providers  to  adapt  t~eir skills  and products  to  the 
new  multimedia·  environment  ·an:d  to  stimulate 
increased lisage'ofnew inforrnatio.n services;  ·,. 
Whereas  the  Council  mi  28  September  1994  (7) 
'underliqed .. the  particular  urgency  of the· need  to  · 
enhance the global competitiveness of the'European 
content  industry~  taldng  account  of  the . cultural 
• diversity  and. of the  imP,aCt  of these  produ~ts On 
50Cietj; 
,  I. 
Whereas  the  European  Council  at Essen  on  9-10 
December  . 1994  underlined  the  ·  importari<;e  of 
content in bringing about the information society; . 
Whereas  the  Council  Resolution·  on  Culture  and 
. Multimedia  (8) .on 3-4,-April 1995. underlined,  the 
. i~portance · of  multimedia  for  facilitating  . the 
development of the content industry and improving. 
access cif citizens to cultunil heritage, as well as the 
·catalysing' role of Member States and the Union  in 
lhe  creation, ·production  and  distribution  of high 
quality cultural multimedia programmes; 
(5)  'Europe and  the global  infor~tion society 
- Recommendations  to  the  European" Council', 
· · · Brussels; 26 May 1994.  · 
(6)  ·  · COM(94)347  final  qf  19  July  1994  ' 
·.' · Europe's  Way  to  the  Information  Society  - An 
· Action Plan' .  · 
(7)  ·  Conclusions of the  1787th CounCil  meeting 
9561/94 (Pr~s 197), 28  Septe~ber 1994.·  · 
/)o 
.  . 
Whereas. the  European  Council  at Corfu  on 24-25. 
June 1994 took note of the Recommendations of the 
High  Level  Group  on  the  information · society  as 
presented  in  the  report · "Europe  and  the  .. global 
· inf()iniation  society"  (5);  and  underlined  that  the 
Community. a11d .Member States .have an importal,lt 
·role to play in bringing about the information· soCiety 
··by giVing political impetus, tiy ·creating a clear and 
stable regulatory and legal framewor}<: and by setting 
. an example in areas which come under their aegis; 
.  .  .  .  .  ...  ~  ~  .  .  '.  .  . 
Whereas the' Commission's  action  plan  II  Europe's 
Way to the Illformation Society-:- An Action Plan"(6) · 
recognises the importance of content and stipulates 
that the Commission will. pr()pose ways  to  stimulate 
the  creation  of favourable  conditions  for  content 
providers  to. adapt  their 'skills  and  products  to  the 
· new  multimedia  environment · and  to  stimulate 
increased usage. of  new information· se~ces; 
.  . 
Whereas  the  Council  on·  28 ·September  1994  (7)  · 
underlined  the . particular  urgency  of the  need  to. 
enhance. the global 'competitiveness of  the European 
content  industry,  taking  acc.ount  of  the  cultural· 
diversity  and  of the  impact  of these  products  on 
society; 
Whereas  the  European  Council  at  Essen  on  9-10 
December  1994 . underlined ..  the  importance  of 
. content in bringing about the information so~iety; 
. : Whereas  the  Colincil  Resolution  on ·Culture  and 
Multimedia  (8)  on  3~4 April  1995 .·underlined  the 
importance  'of . multimedia  for  facilitating  the  . 
develoPment o''' ;.he  content  ind~stry and improving 
. access of cjti'zens to cultural.herit.age, as well as the 
: catalysing. role ;of Member States arid. the Urtiori ·in 
the  creation,  production  and  distribution  of high 
quality cultural multimedia progra.inmes; 
. I' 
(5)  'Europe  and  th.e  global  information  society ,- · . 
Recommendations  to .  the  European  Council', , · 
B~ssels, 26 May  l994. 
(6)  · COM(94)347 final  of 19 July 1994  '  Europe'~  .. 
. Way to the lriform~tion Society- An Action Plan'  .. 
· (7)  Conclusions  of the  1787th  Council  ~eeting 
9561/94 (Press '197); 28  Septemb~r 1994 .. Whereas  the three long-term strategic objectives  of 
the Union's content policy  shall be to  facilitate  the 
development  of the  European  content  industry;  to 
optimise  the . contribution  of  new  . information 
services to growth, competitiveness and employment 
in  Europe;  and  to  maximise  the  contribution  of 
advanced  information  services  to  the  professional, 
soCial  and cultural  development  of the  citizens  of 
Europe;  · 
Whereas  there  are  numerous  bamers  to  the 
development  of  a  European  multimedia  content 
industry  and  market, · which  are  hindering  the  · 
transition towards an information society; 
Whereas the Community needs to build on the strong 
competitive position 'it  has in  some  content  sectors 
and  whereas  its  competitive  position  needs  to  be 
strengthened in other content sectors; 
Whereas the needs of users of information services, 
particularly in small and  medium-size,d  enterprises 
and in the less favoured regions of the Community, 
merit special attention; 
Whereas provision should be  made for  measures to 
encourage  the  participation  of small  and  medium-
sized enterpris~s (SMEs) in this programme; 
Whereas  the  different  rates  of development  in  the 
provision  and  use  of information  services  in  the 
Member States deserve special consideration, having 
regard  to  the  internal  cohesion  of the  Community 
and the risks associated· with a two-tier information 
society; 
(8)  Audiovisual/Culture  Council  session  nr 
1841 of 3-4 April  1995,  Council document 6072/95 
· of 24 March 1995 · 
Whereas the  three  long-teim strategic objectives  of 
the Vnion's content policy  shall be to facilitate the 
development  of the  European· content  indus.try; · to 
optimise  the  contribution  of  new  information 
·services to growth, competitiveness and employment. 
in  Europe;  and  to · niaxiinise  the  contribution  of 
advanced  information  services  to  the  professional, 
social  and  cultural  development  of the  citizens  of 
Europe; 
Whereas  there  are  numerous  b~rriers  to  the 
development  of  a  European  multimedia  content 
industry  and  market,  which  are  hindering  the 
transition towards an information society; 
Whereas the Community needs to build on the strong  - ' 
competitive  position it has  in some  content sec;tors 
and  whereas  its  competitive  position  needs  to  be 
strengthened in other content sectors; 
Whereas the needs  of users of information. services, 
particularly  in small  and  medium-sized enterprises 
and in the less favoured regions of the Community, 
and  the  public  and  their  interests  merit.  special 
attention;  · 
Whereas the provision of multimedia service's should 
respect  the  principles  of equal  access  and the  low 
cost of certain basic services and should contribute to 
the .  cohesion  of,  in  particular,  the  geographically  ' 
disadvantaged region~ of  Europe; 
Whereas provision should be  made for  measures to 
encourage  the  participation  of small  and  medium-
. sized enterprises (SMEs) in this programme; 
' 
Whereas  the  different  r:ates  of development  in the 
provision  and  use  of information  services  in 'the 
Member States deserve .special consideration, having 
regard  to  the  internal  cohesion  of the  Community 
and the risks associated with a two-tier information 
.sf;)ciety; 
Whereas Community actions undertaken concerning · 
the content of information should respect ~he Union's 
multilingual  character  and  encourage  initiatives  to 
adapt the content of multimedia information in the 
languages of the Member States; 
(8)  AudiovisualiCulture  Council  session  nr  1841 
of 3-4 April  1995,  Counc~l document 6072/95 of 24 
March 1995 .  Whereas , policy . actions  undc:r.  this ·. progriunme 
aiming at strengthening the position of  the :Etifopeai 
C<?ntent  i,ndustry' will  be . complementary  to . other 
•content  .. actions,  particularly  those  related. to  .the. 
audiovis:uai sector (9)~  .  · .. · ·· 
Whereas  any  content  policy . actions  muSt  be 
complementary  t~  other  ongoing . national  .  and 
Coinmunity  initiatives,. as .  outlined  notably. in . the 
Co~sS:ion's  a~on plan  "Europe's ·Way_  to·.· the 
Information Society- An Action Plan'', and sluil.l be 
performed"  in · synergy  with  . the · ·  Co~ssion's 
education  (10), training (11) .,  RDT (12) and· SME· 
(13) policies and initiatives~ 
.·.,. 
.  . . 
(9)  Council Decision· 93/424/EEC of 22.July 
1993  on. an  .action  plan  .  for  the . introduction  of. 
. advanced  .  television  services  in  Europe; · 
COM(94)$23 of-8 Febi1Jll;ry  1995  'Politique AudiO-
Visuelle.  Creer un environriement favorable ll. 1  'essor 
des·  entreprises  de  l'industne  europeenne  d~ 
programmes  (MEDIA2  1?96-2000)';  Council 
Direetive  ·.  89/552/EEC  . of  3  oCtober  1989 
'Television  without  froQt!ers' : (OJ  N°  L  298, 
17.10.1989, p.15). 
(10)  ··. COM{93)708·final ofJ February 1994. 
.  .  . 
(ll)  Council Decision of 6 December 1994 (OJ N° 
· L 340, 29.12.1994, p.8). 
··1/·c 
i  ', 
Whet~  the  measures ·wider the  programme,must -, 
help to reduee the risks· of excltision of unskilled. or 
underskilled  workers·,·· the·  emergence  of  a  dual-
.. soCiety,  the· wideiling of disparities between regions 
·.and the increased.isolation of  the individUal~  · 
., 
Whereas  partic~lar attention should be paid,  ":'hen 
implementing the pr9gramme; to the risk of  abuse. of 
multiriledia  content  in·.: such  pernicioUs  areas ·as 
racisin,  illegal . pornography  and·  other . criminal 
· activities;  · 
'  '  .  .  .  .  i  •  .  - .. 
· Whereas  policy·  actions , uild(:r  this  progralnm.e 
aiming at stiengthemng the position of  the European 
co~ten~ industry  will  __ be  complementary  to  other 
content.  actions,· •  particularly  those .  r~?lated  to  the  . 
audiovisual sector (9);  · · · 
Whereas  any  content  policy'  actions  .  must.  be 
complementarY  to_  other  ·ongoing  national  and 
·.Community  initiatives,  as  ouilined  notably  in  the. 
COmmission's  action · Platt  'Europe's · _way  to  ·the 
information  SQCiety .  - an action plan',  and shall be 
performed in synergy with programmes in the Fourth 
Framework ·  Programme  . (10)  {programm'es 
concerned· with  advanced  technology,  tec!mology, 
advanced  coinmunications  services  and  t~lematics) · · 
and With  the Cominission•s· education (11), training 
(12), cultural and SME (13) policies and initiatives, 
an~  with t!te Structural Ftinds; ·  · 
(9)  Council Decision. 93/424/EEC of 22 July 1993 
.  .on  an .action plan for  _the  introduction of advl,Ulced 
television -services  in  Europe;  COM(94)523  of 8 
February  1995. . ;Politique Audio-:v!suelle.  Creer :un  · 
environnement favorable ll. I'  essor des· entrepri~es de 
'l'industrie  europeenne  des  programmes  (MEDIA2 
1996-2000)';  Council  Directive  89/552/E:EC  oC:  ~ 
October 1989 'Television without frontiers'  (OJ N° 
_  L 298, 17.10.1989, p.l5).  . 
(10)  Fourth Framework Programm~  .of the' Eur~p~  ·· 
Colruriunity  activities  in  the  field  of research  and 
· teclinological development and demonstration ( 1994  · 
to  1998),  ~opt~  by the Decision N° 111 0/94/EC of 
the European ·Parliament and of the  Council of 26 
April1994 (OJ N° L 126, 18.5.1994, p.1) ·  . 
(11)  COM(93)708 final du 3 fevrier 1994. 
I Whereas  progress  of this  programme  should  be 
. continuously  and  systematically  monitored  with. a 
view  to  adapting  it,  where  appropriate,  to 
developments  in  the  multimedia  content  market; 
whereas  in  due  course  there  should  be  an 
independent  evaluati<,>n  of  the  progress  of  the 
prograffime  so  as  to  provide .  the  background . 
information  needed  in  order  to  determine  the 
objectives  for  subsequent  content  policy  actions; 
whereas at the end of this programme there shall be 
a final evaluation of results obtained conipaied with 
the objectives set out in this Decision; 
Whereas the actions in this programme will  not  in 
any  way  prejudice  the  competition  rules  of  the 
Community; 
Whereas  it  may  be  appropriate  to  engage  in 
international  co-operation  activities  with 
international  organisations  and  third  countries  for 
the purpose of implementing this programme;  · 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  fix  the  duration  of the 
programme; 
HAS ADOPTED TillS DECISION : 
(12)  Fourth  Framework  Programme  of  the  · 
European  Community  activities  in  the  ·field  of 
research  and  technological  development  and 
demonstration  (1994  to . 1998),  adopted  by  the 
Decision N° 111 0/94/EC of the European Parliament 
3;11d  of the Council of 26  April 1994 (OJ N° L 126, 
18.5.1994, p.1) 
(13)  COM(94) i07 final of3 June 1994 
Whereas  progress  of this  programme  should  be 
continuously  and  syStematically  monitored  with  a 
view  to  adapting  it,  where  appropriate,  to 
developments  in  the  multimedia  content.  market; 
whereas  in  due  course  there  should  be  an 
independent  evaluation  of  the  progress  of  the 
programme  so  as  to  provide  the  background 
information  needed  in  order . to  dete~ne  the 
objectives  for  subsequent  content  policy  actions; 
whereas at the end of this programme there shall be 
a final evaluation of results obtained compared with 
the objectives set out in this Decision; 
Whereas the  actions in this programme will  not  in 
any  way  prejudice  the  competitiop  rules  of the 
Community; 
Whereas  the  activities  which  may  prove  useful  in 
international  cooperation  With  international 
organizations and third countries for the  purpos~ of 
implementing this programme should be undertaken 
with due regard to the criterion of mutual ad,vantage; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to  fix  the  duration  of the 
/  . 
programme; 
HAS ADOPTED TillS DECISION :  , 
(12)  Council Decision of 6 December 1994 (OJ N? 
L 340, 29.12.1994, p.8). 
(13)  COM(94) 207 final of3 June 1994 
I ·,_ 
Article 1 
A programme is hereby adopted with the following 
objectives:  · 
'··. 
• Stimulate  demand for, and use of, multimedia 
· content, 
• Create favoura,bl~ conditions for the development 
of  the E~ropean  m1,1ltimedia content indu5tcy,  . 
• Contribute to the professional, social and cultural 
development of the citizens ofEurope.  · 
Article 2 
In ~rd~r to attain the· objectives· referred to in Article  .· 
. ,1' .  the following  actionS  shall be .  undertaken under 
the guidance of the, Corninission, in acc:Ordance with 
the  action  lines  in -Annex · I  and  the  deta~led .  : 
· implementation ainmgements sef out in Annex III: 
·' 
• stimulating demand and raising awareness, _ 
• exploiting-Europe's publi_c seCtor information,. 
• triggering European multimedia potential, 
.  • sul'port actions; 
Article 3  /. 
The programme shall cover a  peri.od  of four  years 
from 1 JanJJ3ry·1996 to 31 December 1999. 
Article 4 
1.  The  Commission  shall  be · responsible  for  the 
implementation of  the programme. 
.  .  I 
2.  The procedure laid down._in Article 5 shall apply 
to:  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  · 
• th~ work.progriunme, 
• ·the b'reakdown of the budgetary expenditure,·  . 
• the content of  calls for proposals,  . 
• the measures- for programme evaluation,  . 
. • any departure from the rul€s set out in Annex III, 
• participati-on in any project by  legal entities from 
- third countries and  international organisations.· 
Article 5 
.. 
.  \  . 
1. The Commission shall be assisted by a committee . 
of_  an  advisory  nature  composed  of  the. 
-representatives of the Member States and chaired by 
the representative of  the Commission .. 
Article 1 
I  . 
A prograinme is hereby adopted with the following 
objeCti':'es:  ·  ·  · 
• Stimulate  ~e.mand  for; and use of, multimedia 
content,.  . 
• Create favourable Conditions for'the development 
of  the European n.mlt~media content 'industry, 
. . • Contribute to the professional, social and cultural 
-development of  the citizens of  Europe .. 
Article 2 
In order to attain the objectives referred-to in ArtiCle 
· . 1,  the following ·actions  shall  be 'undertaken. imder. 
~e  guidance of the Comn;lission, iti accordance with 
the. action  lines  in  Annex·  I  and- the  detailed 
Implementation arrangements .set out in Anne~  III: 
• stimulating demand and raising awareness, 
•  making good  use. by' the  multimedia industry of  . 
iDrormation held by th~ public sector,  · · 
• triggering European multimedfa potential, 
• support actions.  · 
·.Article 3 
The programme :shall' cover  a period  ~f four  year~ .. -
from.i Jan~  1996to 31 December 1999. 
Article 4 
I. J:he  Comm~ssion .  shall  be·  responsible  for .  th~ 
implementation  of  the  ·programme  and  for  the  · 
· decisions to  grant COmmunitY  financial  aict  to the 
projects selected.  · · 
.  .  . 
-2. The procedure laid· down  i~ ArtiCle  5 shall apply 
to: 
• the work programme, 
• ihe content of  calls for proposals, 
• the' measures  for pr~gramme  evaluation,  . .  . ' 
• arty departure from the rules set out in Annex IIi, 
•consideration .  of  the  objective  information 
facilitating the participation in any. project. by legal. 
·.entities  from  third  countries · and  international · 
· · organizations. 
Articles 
·  1: ·The Commission shall be _assisted by a commit~ce 
· of  an  advi~ory _  natu~e  composed  of  the 
.· repr~sentatives of the Member States and chaired by 
. the representative 6f the Commission~ 2.  The  Commission  representative  shall  submit  to 
the committee a draft of measures to be taken.  The 
committee  shal,l  deliver  its  opinion  on  the  draft 
within  a  time  limit  which  the  chairman  may ·lay 
down  according  to  the  urgency  of  the  matter 
concerned, if  necessary by taking a vote. 
3. The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in 
addition, each Member State shall have the right to 
ask to have its. position recorded in the minutes. 
4.  The Commission· shall take the utmost account of 
the  opinion  delivered  by  the  committee.  It shall 
inform  the committee  of the  manner  in  which  its 
opinion has been taken into account. 
Article 6· 
At the mid-term and at the end of the programme, 
the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  European 
Parliament,  the  Council,  the Economic  and  Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions, once 
the committee referred to. in Article 5 has examined 
it,  an  evaluation  report  drawn  up  by  independent 
experts  o~ the results obtained in implementing the  ' 
action lines referred to in Article 2. The Commission 
may present, on the basis of those results, proposals 
for adjusting the orientation of  the programme. 
Article 7 
Participation  in  this.  programme  may  be  open, 
normally  without .  financial  support  by  the 
Community,  to  legal  entities  established  in· third  · 
countries and  to  international  organisations,  where 
· such  participation  contributes  effectively  to  the 
implementation of the  programme and  taking  into 
account the principle of mutual benefit. 
Article 8 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council  . 
The President  . 
llf 
2.  The  Commission  representative  shall  submit  to 
the committee a draft of measures to be taken.  The 
committee  shall  deliver  its  opinion  on  the  draft 
within  a  time  limit  which  the  ch~irman may  lay 
down  according  to  the  urgency.  of  the  matter . 
concerned, if  necessary by taking a vote. 
3. The opinion shall be recorded inthe minutes; in 
addition,. each Member State shall have the right to 
~k  to have its position recorded in the minutes. 
4.  The Commission shall take the utmost account of 
. the ·opinion  delivered  by  the  committee.  It  shall 
inform  the  committee  ~f the  manner in which  its 
opini_on has been taken into account. 
·Article 6 
At the mid-term and at the end of the programme,  , 
the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  European 
Parliament,  the  Council,  the Economic and  Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions, once 
the committee referred to in Article 5 has examined 
it,  an evaluation  report  drawn  up  by  independent. 
experts on the results obtained in implementing the 
action lines referred to in Article 2. The Commission 
may present; on the basis of those results, proposals 
for adjusting the orientation of the programme. 
Article 7 
Participation  in  the  programme  may  be  open, 
without financial support from the Union budget, to 
legal  entities  established  in· third  countries  and  to 
international organizations, where such participation 
contributes effectively to  the  implementation of the 
programme and taking into account the principle of 
mutual benefit. 
Article 8 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The President .· 
\) 
ANNEX I 
ACTION  LINES FOR INF02000. 
. ACTION LINE 1: Stimulating d~ituind  and  raisi~g 
awareness 
·Lack  of  awarenes~  of the · potential  of  the  new. 
multimedia inforination products and services is  an 
important factor  constraining demand.  This  action · 
line contributes to· redressing that situation by adding 
.a European dimensi_on  to awareness and  user~group 
activities  taking  phice  at  the  national  or  regional 
level,  Specific ·attention will  be given  to  favouring 
·demand development inless-favouie~ and peripheral 
regions of  the Union.  ··  ·  · ... 
1.1. Creating new markets by raising  OJ~arenessat 
the  ~uropean  level.with specific user groups . 
Under  the  IMP ACT  programme · a  net,vork . of 
organisations in the Member States has been created 
that have  a responsibility, for  conduc~irig awareness 
and  information .. campaigns  ..  in .  reJation  to  new 
iilforrnation services. In different Member States 'this 
role  is · performed  by  different  organisations  like 
.  chambers of commerce, professional  organis;~tions or 
public  bodies.  By. working. iri  a  European .. network 
-these  organisations  are  able  to  add  a  European 
·dimension to their activities. ·. · 
.  .,:· 
Under  INF02000  this  successful  formula· will  be 
· continued  and  eXtended.  The .  involve·ment  of the 
Community  in  !'he  network as  a catalyst and a  co-
ordinator adds value to  the· individual .activities and , 
:puts  these  actl~ities in a  Clea~ European  context. 
Apart  from  financial  support .for  specific  activities . 
with  a  European  dimension  ihe  Commission will 
encourage  · .the  · exchange  . of  ·  k_now-how  and 
·experience, the use of common .comrimnication arid · · 
information facilities, and cO:.operation  between the 
. various organisations in joint projects. 
· The ·organisations  i'n  the  network .  will  perform the 
· follo\ving ~sks: .·  ·  . 
•  provide · access  to · information·  collections  and  · 
~atalogues  acro~s the European Union; 
'  •  demonstrate and facilitate access to the European 
inforination highways; .  · 
•  advise users. on the possible sources for satisfYing 
their multimedia content needs, both nationally and· 




ACTION LINES FOR INF02000 
ACTION  LINE 1: Stimulating demand a~rdraising. 
awareness 
Lli;Ck  'of  awareness  of  the  potential  of. the·  new  .. 
multimedia information products· artd  services ·is an · 
important factor  constraining demand.  This 'action  . , 
lin~ contributes to redressing that situation by adding 
a  European dimension to  awareness and user-gro1,1p  . 
·activities  taking  place  at  the  national  or ·regional 
leveL  These  awareness-raising· aCtivities  must  also 
·.extend to members of the public who could easily be 
sidehned  on  account 'of their  personal  or  social· 
. circumstances.  Specific  attention  will  be  given  to 
encouraging demand development with certain  user 
groups  and in less-favoured and peripheral  regions 
o~the  Union.  .  . 
...,. 
; i.l. Creiding ~ew  markets by raising a"ivareness at 
th~ European. l~ei  with specific user gro11ps 
Under  the  IMPACT  programme  a  network'  of 
organisations in the Member ·States has been created 
..  that have a  respo~'sibility for. cqnducting awareness 
arid  information.  ·campaigns  in  relation  to  new 
information services. In different Member States this 
·role  is. performed  by  different  organisations  like. 
chamJ>ers of  commerce, professional organisations or 
public  . bodies.  By  working'  .· in  ·  i a · 
·  · European/international ·network these· organisations 
are .able to  add a Europeanlinterrtational dimension 
to their activities.  ·  · 
Under  INF02000  this·  ~uc~essful  formula  \viii  be.  · · 
· continued  and  extended.  The  involvement  of the. 
Community  in the  network' as a  catalyst and  a.· co-
ordinator adds vaiue to the individual  activities and 
puts ·these  activities  in  a· clear  European  context. 
Apart from  financial  support for  specific  activities 
with  a European  dimension  the  Commission . will 
encourage  . the ·  exchange ·  of  kno\v-how  and 
experience, the use of common communication and 
information facilities,  and  co~operation b~tween the 
various organisations injoint projects . 
The  orga~isations in the  network wili  perform the 
folloWing tisJ<s:.  ·  '  . 
•  provide  access  to  information· collections  and 
catalogties across the European Union; 
•  demonstrate and facilitate access to  the European 
· iilformatioil highways;  · .  · .  · . 
• advise users on the possibte sources for  satisfying 
their multimedia content needs, both nationally and . 
internatiomilly; 
/ •  organise  co-ordinated  European  awareness 
campaigns at the national or regional level; 
• stimulate the training of  users. 
The main target groups for the actions will be small 
and  medium-sized  companies  and  libraries.  The ; 
actual selection of specific target groups will be left. 
to the national and regional organisations concerned, 
since they are closest to the target groups. 
Following a  call for. proposals  a  total  of 30  to  50 
organisations  will  be  selected to  participate  in  the 
network.  Selection criteria will include knowledge of 
the local information market, affinity with the target 
groups foreseen and readiness to work in a European 
network.  Actions  which  aim  to  stimulate  women's 
interests in new information services are encouraged. 
The  network  will  co-operate  with  other  relevant 
national  organisations.  It will  liaise  closely ·with 
. other EU supported bodies and networks that have a 
complementary  mission,  such  as  the  Information 
Society  Project  Office  (ISPO),  the  European 
Information  Centres  (EICs),  the  Business  Co-
operation  Network  (BC-NET),  the  Value  Relay 
Centres  and  the  University· Enterprise  Training 
Partnerships  (UETPs).  Organisations  from  these 
networks could be selected in the call for proposals. 
Efforts will be made to avoid parallel or overlapping 
networks.  Synergy and spin-offs .will be sought with 
other awareness  activities  performed  under the  4th 
Framework  research _  programme  such  as  the 
Advanced  Communication  Technologies  and 
Services and Telcmatics applications programmes. 
1.2. Encouraging clusters of  pan-European users 
A  flourishing  demand  side  is  important  for  the 
development  of  a  healthy  market  for  advanced 
information  products  and·  se~ices  such  as 
multimedia.  In  view of the  rapid  changes  taking 
place  in  the  information  market,  regular  dialogue 
between  suppliers  and  users  can  smooth  the 
transition process. In general the supply side tends to 
b9  better organised than the user  side,  both  at  the 
national  and  at  the European  level.  In  two  of the 
three sectors that compose the multimedia industry. -
information  technology  and  telecommunJcations  -
the user side is  increasingly organising itself both at 
the national and at the European level. 
•  organise  co-ordinated  European  awareness 
campaigns at the national or regional level; 
• stimulate the training of  users. 
The main target groups for the actions will be small 
and  medium-sized  · companies,  · libraries, 
documentation . centres  and  contact  points  and 
information desks.  On the basis of these criteria, the 
national and regional organizations concerned, since 
they are closest to these target groups, will carry out 
the actual selection. 
Following a .call  for  proposals  a  total  of 30  to  50 
organisations will  be  selected  to  participate  in. th'e 
network. Selection criteria will include knowledge of 
the local information market, affinity with the target 
groups foreseen and readiness to work in a European 
network.  Actions· which  aim  to· stimulate  women's 
interests in new information services are encouraged. 
The  network  will  co-operate  with  other  relevant 
national  organisations.  It  will  liaise  closely  with 
. other EU supported bodies and networks that have a 
complementary ·mission,  such  as  the  Information 
·.  Society  Project  Office  (ISPO),  the  European 
I.nformation  Centres  (EICs),  the  Business  Co-
operation  Network  (BC-NET),  the  Value  Refay 
Centres  and  the  University,  Enterprise  Training 
Partnerships  (UETPs).  Organisations  from  these 
networks could be selected in the call for proposals. 
Efforts will be made to· avoid parallel or overlapping 
networks.  Synergy and spin-offs will be sought with 
other awareness  activities  performed  under. the  4th 
Framework  research  programme  such  as  the 
Advanced  Communication  Technologies  and 
Services and}'elematics applications programmes. 
1.2. Encouraging clusters of  pan-European users 
A  flourishing  demand  side  is  important  for  the -
development  of  a  healthy  market  for  advanced 
information  products  and  services  such  as 
multimedia.  In  view  of the  rapid  changes  taking 
place  in  the  information  market,  regular  dialogue 
between  suppliers  and  users  can  smooth  the 
transition process. In general t.he supply side tends to 
be .better organised  than the  user  side,  both  at  the 
national  and  at  the  European  level.  In two  of the 
three sectors that compose the multimedia industry -
information  technology  and  telecommunications  -
the user side is increasingly organising itself both at 
the national and at the European level. /·. 
( 
In the third sector of .the  multimedia industry - .the 
content  industry  ~ 'the demand  side 'is  much  less . 
organised  and  is  , fragmented.  Historically;  the 
relationship between  the· cqntent providers and  the 
u~ers has been  indirec~. i.e.  through. intermediaries.  · 
. However,  under ·  the  irifluence  of  the  new . 
comrininication networks this· situation is .changing. 
The  . need  . to .  de~elop  direct . relations  between 
.'  suppliers and users· is increasingly being felt  in the 
content  sector  also.  At  _the  national  level; · 
professional  · organisations'  and . industry.  sector. 
. organisations  are  beginriing  to  address  th~ issue  ..  \::  ' 
However, . for  ,a'  successful  development  of  the  · 
European multimedia content .market it is important 
·that groupings· of users. also emerge a·t the European 
leveL·'  ·  . 
The  actions  foreseen  under  INF02000  aiin  ·to 
· · 'stimulatethis·proc.ess by providing incentiyes for co-
operation  and  exchange  of  experience  between 
national.  user  groups,  thereby  encouraging  the.  · 
emergence  or  European  groupings.  .  .Specific 
. measures  will  be . tailored  tO  addrel>S . key  user 
-problems,  · for  ·,  ~xample · quality  assur~mc~ . and 
questions  of li(lbility.  The  network  of  awareness. 
organisatioJ!S willbe used to analyse· the situation in 
individual Member' States and  will  play  a  catalytic 
·role in bringing about pan-European user groups. 
ACTJ(JN  LINE i.-Exploiting Europe's public· 
sector inform
1ation 
Europe's  public  sector.  information  is  a  hidden 
resource  tci  be exploited.  The public  sec~or collect~  . 
.  and produces vast amounts of information,  much of · 
which  is  of interest  to  individuals' and businesses,  . 
and which can be the raw  material for value-added 
information services  produced by the private sector 
content industry  .. Oflici1ll statistical serVices either at 
regional; national or European level are an exan'iple. 
Three sets of ~ctions will be particularly helpful in·. 
supporting this public sector role and in exploiting.· 
its potential at European level:  - ·  ·  ·  · 
•  developing policies  to ·access  and  e>.:ploit  public 
sector information,  . 
• ·linking  directories  of  European ·public  sector· 
iilforrnation,  ·. 
•  making  use. of content  resources  in. the  public 
sector. 
Particular  attention  will  be  given  to,  improving · 
. access from the peripheral regions of  the Uriion.· ,  .  '  .  .  --. 
2.1.  Developing  policies  to  access  and  exploit 
European public sector information 
·-,: 
.  .  .''• 
In the third sector of the multimedia industry - the 
content industry  - the  demand . side  is  much  less . 
· organised ..  ~rid · is  fragmente~.  ·.·  Historically,  the 
relationship between  the  content  providers  and  the 
• . ··users has been. indirect,· i.e: through intermediaries  .. 
However; ...  under .  the  · itlfluence  .  of  the  new 
communication  ~etWorks this situation is" changing. 
The  need · to:  develop  .direct  relations'  between · 
. suppliers and users is increasingly being fcit  in the  . 
content  sector·.  also.  At  th~  national  level, 
professio~  organisations  ·and  .•  industry  sect~r 
organisation~ are  beginning ·to  address  the  issue  .. 
Ho\Vever,  for  a:  ·,successful  de;velopment  of- the 
European rimltimedia content market it is important 
.thaLgroupings of users also emerge at the European 
.level. 
The  actions· foreseen·  'under  INF02000  aim  to 
stimulate this process by providing incentiv~s for co-
. op'eration ·.and  .exchange  of  experience  between . 
· national  user  groups; . thereby.  encouraging  the 
emergence  of  Europe11n.  ·groupings. •  Specific 
measures  will  be  tailored  to  address  key  user 
problems, . for . example  quality.  assurance  ' and 
questions  of liability.  The  network  of .  awareness 
organisations will be used to analyse .th<::  situation in· 
individual Member States and will  play a  catalytic 
roie in brin~ing  about pan~  European user groups. 
ACTION  LINE 2: Making-good us~  hy the 
multi,;,edia industry of  iff/ormation held by the 
· pu,blic sector  ' ·  .  .  . 
.  .  .  .  .  :  . 
.  ·Europe's  public  sector information  is  a  substantial· 
. · resource  to  "e  made  use . of by  the  multim~dia 
industry  .. The public sector collects and produces vast  . 
amounts  _of. inforrnati'on, ··which  can  be  the.  ra\v  .. ·  · 
~material for value-added irrl"~rmation services for the. 
benefit  of  individuals  and  businesses.  Officia)  . 
statisiical  services  either  at  regional,- national  or 
European level are an example. 
Three sets  of.actio•ns  will  be  particularly helpful'in 
supporting this publi.c  sector role  and in exploiting. 
. its potential at Europyan level:  ·  · 
. • developing  policies  to  access  and  exploit  public 
sector information, 
. •  liflking  directories  of Eur6pean · public  sector 
·.  information,  ·  · 
•  making  use. of content  resources· in  the  public  '· 
.sector. 
. Particular  attention  will  be  given  to  improving·· 
access from the-peripheral regipns of  the Union . 
,  r. 
2.1.  Developing  policies  to·  access  ..  (md  e.xploit. 
European public sect(Jr injori11ation In the  Member  States,  rules  for  access  to  public 
sector information are very different or in some cases 
do  not  exist  at  all.  As  the  transition  to  the 
information society  progresses,  this  situation  could 
become a barrier to full partiCipation by  individuals 
and businesses across Europe and may become  the  · 
cause  of  unevenly  distributed  oppoFtunities. 
Therefore,  initiatives  need  to  be  taken  at  the  · 
European  level  to  develop  policies  which  facilitate 
access  to  and  exploitation  of public  sector  held 
information,  in  particular  as  regards  information 
·resources of  European interest 
The Commission will produce, in c.lose collaboration 
· with  Member  States  and  titarket  actors,  a  Green 
Paper  analysing  the  situation  in  th~  different · 
Member States, the relative position of the EU  in a 
global  context  and  the  various  possibilities  for 
convergence  of  national  approaches.  To  lay  the 
foundations for this Green Paper, studies comparing 
national situations will be undertaken and exchanges 
·of national experience will be encouraged. 
2.2.  Linking directories of  European public sector 
information 
In a  number of Member  States  practical  initiatives 
are  being taken to  improve access  to  public  sector 
information.  In the European information society  it 
must  be  ensured  that  the  relevant  public  sector 
information  becomes  more  easily  accessible  to  all 
· European individuals and businesses that may  have 
an interest in such information. 
The Commission will  support initiatives to  produce 
directories of Europe.an public. sector information to 
a  common  format,  so  that they  can be  interlinked 
and easily accessed from any point-in Europe. 
In  the  Member  States,  rules  for  access  to  ·public 
sector information are very different or in some cases 
do  not  exist · at  all.  As  the  transition  to  the 
information  society  progresses,  this  situation  could 
become a barrier to full participation by  individuals 
and businesses across Europe and  may become  the 
cause  of  unevenly  ·distributed  opportur)ities. 
Therefore,  initiatives  need  to·  be  taken  at  the· 
European level  to  develop  policies  which facilitate 
access  to  and  exploitation  of  public  ·sector  held 
information,  in  particular  as  regards  information 
resources ·of European interest.  Particular attention 
will be given to the legal conditions for transferring 
public  sector  information  to  the pdvate sector,  in 
order to preserve  and safeguard the  public. sector's 
rights on information which it collects and· produces. 
. The Commission will produce, in close collaboration 
with the Member States and market actors, a Green 
Paper  analysing  the  situation  in  the  different 
Member States, the rdative position of the EU in a 
global  context  and  the  various  possibilities  for 
. convergence  of  national  approaches.  To  lay  the 
foundations for this Green Paper, studies comparing . 
national situations will be undertaken arid exchanges 
of  experience. will be encouraged. In this context, the 
experience that emerges following the  Commission 
Communication on universal service should be taken 
into account. 
On the basis  of the  Green Paper,  the  Commission 
will  submit proposals  to  ensur<?  the  convergence of 
national  proposals  and  to  strengthen  the · rules 
governing access to public sector information. 
It should  be  noted  that  the  development  of  the 
information  systems  of libraries  and  inforl}lation 
services will promote the use of content,  since these 
_services  themselves  produce  important information 
about  information  (secondary  information)  by 
recording  the  materials  produced  in  a  variety  of ·  ,. 
areas. 
2.2.  Linking directories of  European public sector 
. information 
In a  number of Member ·States  practical  initiatives 
are being taken  to  improve  access  to  public  sector 
information.  In. the European informatiop society  it 
must  be  ensured  that  the  relevant  public  sector 
information  becomes  more  easily  accessible  to  all 
European individuals and businesses that may  have 
an interest in such information. 
The Commission will  support initiatives to.  produce 
directories of European public sector information to 
a common format,  so  that  they  can  be  interlinked 
and easily accessed from any point in Europe. Followl~g a· call for proposals, pilot projects for the  . 
productici,n .  of  information • . directories  ·  · that 
incorporate  the  above  characteristics  w.ill  . be 
· supported.'  these
1  pilot  projects , Illay  address· the 
. transnational interconnection of existing natiOI]al or 
'regional  information  directories  as  wetl  as .• the 
collaborative  production· of new  directories. · Pilot 
projects. based  on  public/private  partnerships. and 
·applying multilingmil  solutions will  be .particularly 
.  .·  .  .  ( 
·encouraged.  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
'  .  . 
2.3. Making use of  content resources.in the public  ·· 
sector 
· Europe is blessed 'vith a· rich. stock of 'what  might be  · 
' called  "information  collection~" under publib  sector. 
control, for instance in museums, libraries, copyright 
and p~1tent deposit  sy~tems, educational and training· 
bodies, . historical  archives  and  architectural ··arid 
i.ndustrial  'objects.  These  information  collections 
need to be exploited if Europe is  to  build on these · 
cultural  and' economic  assets  commercialty and if 
. Europe  is . to  realise · the  potential of  advanced · 
technologies I in  support  of ,public  sectpr  services. 
.They are central to the Union's strength in the global 
information  society  .and  their  commercial:  and 
'  strategi~ potentiill has already beeh tmderlined  by a 
series of deals transferring contr'ol over some of them· 
to  private· companies,  not  all  of which  have  been 
·.European. 
Most. of these  information. collections· are st'ill  in· 
analogue  Iorm . but  they  are  increasingly · being 
digitised.  The  INF02000  programme  aims  . at 
mobilising  these  digital  coilections for  exploitation 
·by the private sector.  '  · 
To this end the Commission. will support the creation 
of  European.  inv_entories  of  digital  information 
· collections and stimulate their interconnection across· 
the  EU~ This involves defining a common standard 
format  for. such  inven~pries as  well  as  intcgr~ting 
them  with  .intellectual  property  rights  trading 
. systems.  Support for the  creatio~· of  it:~ventories and 
..  their  integration  with  intellectual  property  rights 
trading systems will be proviqed on the  basis of calls · 
i"or  proposal's; ·Related  standards  and  specifications 
will  be de,,eloped through studies and· through task . 
. groups composed oft~e actors involved. 
AC110N  LINE  ... 3:  . , Tril{gering  European 
multimedia potential 
Foll~wing a call for proposals; pilot projects for  ~he 
production  of  information ·  ·directories  that · 
incorporate  the  above  characteristics  will ·  be 
· supported:  These  pilot . projeCts  ·shall  make  it· a 
· _  priority to .address the transnational interconnection · 
of  e~stlng  natiomil  or  · regional  inform-ation 
directories and the collaborative production  of ne\v 
directories, depending particul;uly on theii: degree of 
econolhic · and  social  usefulness.  Pilot  projects 
applying multilingual solutions. will  be  particularly 
encOuraged. '  .  '  . 
2.3. Making use of,content resources in the public_ 
secto.r  · 
Europe is blessed with a rich stock of. what might .,be 
called  "information collections"  under public  sector 
control, for instance in museums, ·iibraries,··cop)•right 
and ·patent-deposit systems,  educ~tional and .training 
bodies, . historical  archives  and  architectural  .and· 
industnal  objects.  These · informati~n  collections 
· need. to  be exploited if  Europe is to build on  these 
·.  cultural  arid  economic  assets  commercially  and ·jf 
· Europe  is  to . realise  the  potential  of  advanced 
... technologi~s  in . support  of  public. sector 'services. 
·They are central to the .Union's strength in the global · · 
· iruormation  society  and  their  commercial  and 
strategic potential  has already_ been underlined by  a. 
series of  deals transferring control over some of them 
to  private  companies,  not all ·of which  have  been 
European. 
The  INF02000  programme  ·ai'ms  to  facilitate  the 
.  transfer .  of these  iitformaiion  collections  to  digital 
·form as well as their valorisation and ~xplo'itation. 
.  '  .·  .  .  . 
To tliis end the Commission will support the creation 
of  Europeim  Inventories  of  digitiJI·  iriformCltion 
collections arid stimulate thei'r iriterconnection  a~ross 
the EU. This invol~es defining a common st<t;ldfud 
format  for  such  inventories  as  well ·as  Integrating 
them  with  intellectual  property·  rights  trading· 
systems.  Support for the creation-of inventories and 
their  integration  with  intellectual  propertY  fights 
trading systems \viii be provided on th.e basis of calls 
· for  propos~ls  ..  Related stClndards  and  specifications 
will be developed through studies and through task 
groups composed of the actors  involv~d  .. 
ACTION  LINE  3: .  Triggering  Eziropean 
.  : multimedia potential· 
I· 
'  ..  ' The transition from "scribe to screen" is rapidly and 
fundamentally changing the structure of the content 
. industry and the roles of the different players within 
it. Jntemationalisation and multimedia are key words 
in  this  respect.  Content  itself  and  new  ways  of 
creating,  packaging,  distributing  and  marketing  it 
are  increasingly  becoming  the  key  drivers  behind 
these changes. 
Coping  with  these  changes  and  exploiting  the 
opportumtws  that  emerge ·  is  primarily  the 
responsibility of the industries concerned. However, 
apart from  a  limited  number of large  corporations 
that  operate  on  a  global  scale,  the  present  day 
content sector in Europe  is mainly made up of small 
and medium size companies. These have difficulty in 
dealing  with  a  rapidly'  qeveloj>ing  intemationaJ 
multimedia  market  and the  speed  with  which  the 
changes  take  place.  In addition  the  initial  cost  of 
producing high quaJity multimedia titles is high and 
the  European market  fragmented  through  cultural 
and linguistic ba'rriers.  The critical  mass  needed  to 
reco.up  jnitial  investments  is  therefore  much  more . 
difficult to reach. 
This  puts  European  multin:tedia  publishers, 
traditionally  used  to  operating  in  a  national  or 
r:egion~l  setting,  at  a  disadvantage  compared  with 
their  competitors  from  other  parts  of the· world. 
Exploitation  of  the  single  market  potential  will 
become vital for global competitiveness. 
This action line aims at mitigating these comparative 
disadvantages  for  European  producers  in  the 
emerging multimedia market by: 
•  catalysing  high  quality  European  multimedia 
content, 
•  favouring  a  practical  approach  to  trading 
multimedia rights  · 
• developing and exchanging best business practice 
The transition from "scribe to screen" is rapidly and 
fundamentally changing the structure of the content 
industry and the roles of the different players within 
it. Intemationalisation and multimedia are key words 
in  this  respect.  Content  itself  and  new  ways  of 
creating,  packaging,  distributing  and  marketing  it 
are  increasingly  becoming  the  key  drivers  behind 
these  changes.  The  development  of new  software 
packages  and  new  computerized  resources,  in · 
. conjunction  with  the  Community  programmes  on 
information technologies,  is  essential if multimedia 
authors  are 'to  create  attractive  and  user-friendly 
products  in  the  best  possible  conditions  of 
productivity which make full use of the true potential 
of the multimedia industry. 
The rich cultural and linguistic diversity of Europe 
can be used as a  means of strengthening European 
competitiveness. 
Copirig  with  these  changes  and  exploiting  .  the 
opportunities  that  emerge  is  primarily  the 
responsibility  of  the  industries  concerned.  the 
present-day  content  sector  is  made  up  not  only  of 
, large corporations that operate on aglobal  scale and 
'  are  expected  to  play  a  determining  role  in  the 
development of the multimedia industry but also of a · 
large number of small and medium-sized companies 
which  are  often  inventive  and  dynamic  but  often 
have limited financial  resources for the  high  initial 
investment  needed  to  produce  and  distribute  high-
quality multimedia titles. 
Hence the purpose of INF02000 is  to  establish  the 
conditions to achieve real synergy in industrial, terms 
between the large multimedia corporations and small 
businesses.  This industrial policy  must also seek  to 
meet  the  specific,  needs  of  a  culturally  and 
linguistically  fragmented  European  multimedia 
market. 
This  puts  European  multimedia  publishers, 
traditionally  used  to  operating  in  a  national  or 
regional  setting,  at a disadvantage  conipared  with 
their  competitors  from  other  parts . of  the  world. 
Exploitation  of the  single  market  potential  will 
become vital for global competitiveness. 
This action  line  aims  at creating  the  best  possible 
environment  to  favour  the  development  of  the 
multimedia . industry  in  Europe  and  mitigate  the 
comparative disadvantages of the Eu,ropean  market· 
by: 
stimulating  the  production  of  European 
multimedia  products,  incorporating  the  specific 
characteristics of language and culture, 
•  favouring  a  practical  . approach  to  trading 
multimedia rights  , 
• developing and exchanging best business practice \.· 
. :q Catalysing high  qualitY Eifropean  niultimedia 
. contetit · 
The production of high quality European multimedia 
content will be stimulated  in three  strategic  areas: 
.. economic exploitation,of Europe's ·cultural. heritage; · . 
business  services  for  SMES,  and.  geographic 
informat~on. Under the -.MPACT  programme  pilot 
aciions<in these areas have illustrated the  problems  . 
connected· with a  pan-European· approach and  ha~e 
laid  the  foundations  for·  further  actions  under·.· 
INF02000  . 
. Multilingual  interactive  multimedia  products  can 
buil!f  on the. wealth of  available  E~ropean· content, . 
. while  . overcoming  language  badiers  and  .other 
.limitations of national and regional  markets.  Apart 
.  from.  the . economic·  benefitS, - strong.  European 
business activity in this area is likely to contribute to 
th·e  safeguarding of. cultural  identity  and  linguistic 
· · ·diversity.  It  will·· .  also  increase  the  public's 
understanding .of European cultural  diversity acro·ss 
·the. Mc.mbcr States and regions. 
In  the  areas  indicate.d above  - Eu~opean cultural 
heritage;·. business. services for SMEs and .geographic 
inforn1ation - calls for proposals wilt' be launched to 
provide  support to the  initial  and  pre-commercial· 
phases .  of  pan-European  multimedia  ~onterit 
developinent,s·:. The  support  given  should  help' the 
. companies concerned overcome the specific barriers 
"'ith respect to multilingual and multicultural (re)use · 
. ·.  ·of content .and to  trans-national c·o~operation. These 
initial  phases  woul'd  .include · product  definition, 
partner: identification,  cross-licensing. negotiation, 
planning of co-operative distribution etc.  tip to and  ' 
including .the. production of a prototype. 
Support  ~ill be given  to  projects· that  demo~stnite 
the feasibilitY of a trans-Etirope1}n  multilingual and 
multicultural  ~pproach, contain a nsk element, exert 
· a  strong. catalytic· effect  on  the_ market  and·· imply··. 
substantial  · user  involvement  . Special •  add-on 
incentives can be provided to .encourage participation 
.  by  small  and  medium  sized  companies  and . 
organisations  from  less  . favoured  and  peripheral 
. regions .. 
·  '(he. calls for proposals will be co-ordinated closely  ..  · 
· '  wit11· ,tlie -Commtmity  programmes  RAPHAEL  and . 
the Integrated Programme in favour of SMEs and the. 
cra1t  scct9r,  as  well  as  with  the  sectoral.  policy 
actions',in  the  areas  of Trade,  Tourism  and  Social 
. Economics .. 
3.~. Trading multimedia intellectual property. rights 
.  ~ 
· 3.1 .  Stimulqting  the · p~:oduction  of · Europeaii 
multimedia . products,  {ncorporating  the  specific ' . 
·  charactei-isiics of  lan~uag~  and  culture  . 
.  . 
Th~  produ<;:tion ofhigh qualitY European multi~edia · 
content will be stimulated· in tlue~ strategic areas  : · · 
economic exploitation of Europe's cultural heritage, 
· business  · serVices  for  SMEs,  and  . geographic · 
information.  Pilot  actions  · under  ·the.  'Impact 
progratnme have ·revealed  the  importance  of a  co-
ordinated approach to impleme'nting these objectives 
in a pan-European context.·  '  ·· ·  ·  · 
Multilingual  interactive  multimedia  products  can. 
build on the wealth of'available ·:Eur:opean  cont~nt, 
·while, .  overcoming  language  barriers  and  other 
. )imi.tations of national and regional  markets.  Apart 
froin  t11e  economic  benefits,  strong  European 
business activity in this area is likely to contribute to 
·the safeguarding of cultural identit)' .arid  linguistic 
di\lersjty.  it  will  also  . increase·  .the~  public's 
. understanding of -puropean  cultural diversity' across 
the Member States and regions, 
In  the  area5  ·indicattd  above"·- European· ~cultural 
. heritage, lmsiness. services for SMEs a·nd  geographic 
information - calls for proposals will be  Ia,unched to 
provide  support  to  the  initial  and.  pre-commercial 
phases  of  pan-European  multimedia . 'content 
· developments.  The  support  given  should . help. the 
companies concerned overcome 'the  sp~cific barriers 
with.respectto multilinguaLand niulticultural (re)use 
. of content and to  trans-national co-operation.  These 
initial  phases  would  include  product.  definition; 
partner  identification,  cross-licensing  negotiation, 
'  planning of  co-~perative distributi'on etc.  liP to  and · 
including the production of a  prototype. 
The  Info  2000 ·  progran:tine  w.ill  .•  promote  the 
development of multimedia products that are easily 
adaptable from  one Member State  to  the. other,  in 
both  iinguistic  arid  cultural  te'rins.  Support ·";ill be 
given to projects that demonstrate the feasibility of a . 
. ,  trans-European  multilingual  and  multicultural 
approach,  contain. a.  risk  eleni.ent,  exert  a  strong· 
catalytic effect on the  market and  ilnply substantial 
· user involvement.  Special  add~on ii1centives  can  be . 
provided  to  encourage. participation  by  small  and 
medium sized companies arid organisations fron1 less 
favoured and penpherahegions.  · 
The calls for proposals will be  co~ordimlted closely 
with  the  Community  progr;1mmes · RAPHAEL  and 
the Integrated Programme in favour of  SMEs and the 
'  craft  sector,  as  well  as  with  the  sectoral  policy 
· ''  actions  in the areas of Trade,  Tourism .and.  Social 
·· · Economics.  · '  · 
3.2.  Trading:m~ltimedja  intel~ectual  property rights  .,-:-Historically, the management of rights. is  organised  ; · 
by  sector .  (text,  sound,  image,  video  etc.)  and. by 
country.  With  the dawning of the  multimedia age 
this  situation is increasingly becoming a  barrier to 
the development of multimedia content markets,  as 
the time and effort that ha_s to be spent on identifying 
and acquiring the different  rights  increases  steeply 
. with. the  number  of data  types  involved  and  the 
number of countries where right holders are located. 
Small  companies  and  new  media  start-ups  suffer 
most from the present system as they may wish to  ~e­
use existing material. 
The  development  of.  pan-European . multimedia 
content often  requires  input from  various  Member 
States.  Effective  and  efficient  mechanisms  for 
trading multimedia rights at the European level are 
therefore  essential  for  the  development  of  the 
European multimedia content industry. 
A  call  for  proposals  will  be  launched  inviting 
proposals for pilot projects that lay the foundations 
for  cross-border  .trading  of  multimedia  right~ 
electronically. In addition,  studies 'will  be launched 
to . determine  how  different  intellectual  property 
fights trading systems for multimedia in Europe can . 
work together.  As an aid to small and medium sized 
companies practical tools will be developed on best 
practices to acquire,  exploit and protect multimedia 
rights.  The  actions  will  build  on  the  relevant 
research  and  technological  development  activities 
under the Fourth Framework Programme. 
Although the difficulty of reaching consensus should 
not  be  underestimated,  in  the  longer  term, 
harmonisation  and  rationalisation  of  legal 
requirements may be necessary. 
'  3.3. ])eve/oping and e..>cchanging best practice 
Actions will be supported that aim at developing and 
exchanging best business practice in the multimedia 
content industry at the European level.  Such actiop.s 
will  include descriptions  of business processes  and 
models  relevant  to  the  content  industry,  such  as 
procedures for  intellectual  property acquisition  and 
content  asset  valuation  and  management,  and 
exchange of experiences with 'multimedia consumer 
panels to test and evaluate multimedia products and 
services. 
These activities will be implemented by means of a  . 
combination  of studies,  ~orkshops,  seminars  and· 
publications..  The  relevant  organisations  in  the 
European content industry will be closely involved. 
4.  Support actions 
Historically, the management of rights is  organised 
by  sector  (text,  sound,  image,  video  etc.)  and  by 
country.  With the dawning of the  multimedia  age 
this situation is  increasingly becoming a  barrier to 
the development of multimedia content markets,  as. 
the time and effort ·that has to be spent on· identifying 
· and acquiring the  different  rights  increases  steeply 
with .  the  number  of data  types  involved  and  the 
number of countries where right ·holders are located. 
Small  companies  and  new  media  start-ups· suffer 
most from the present system as they may wish to re-
use existing material. 
The  development  of  pan-European  multimedia 
content often requires  input from  various  Member 
States.  Effective  and  efficient  mechanisms  for 
trading multimedia rights at the European level are 
therefore  essential  for  the  development  of  the 
European multimedia content industry. 
A  call  for  proposals  will  be  launched  inv1tmg 
proposals for pilot projects that lay the foundations 
for  cross-border  trading  of  multimedia  rights 
electronically.  In addition;  studies will  be  launched 
to  determine  how  different  intellectual  property 
rights trading systems for multimedia in Europe can 
work together. As an aid "to  small and medium sized· 
companies practical tools will be developed on best 
practices to acquire, exploit and protect multimedia 
rights.  The  actions  will  build  on  the  relevant 
research  and  technological  development  activities 
under the Fourth Framework Programme: 
Although the difficulty of reaching consensus should 
not  be  underestimated,  in  the  longer  term, 
harmonisation  and  rationalisation  of  \ legal 
requirements may be necessary. 
3.3. Developing and e..>cchanging best practice 
Actions will be supported that aim at developing and 
exchanging best business practice in the multimedia 
content industry at the European level.  In partiCular, 
the development of multimedia services which could 
support the operations of SMEs should be promoted. 
Such  actions  will  include  descriptions  of business 
processes  and  models . relevant  ·to  the  content 
industry, such as procedures for intellectual property 
acqui'sition  and  content  asset  valuation  and 
management,  and  exchange  of  experiences  with  , 
multimedia  consumer  panels  to  test  and  evaluate 
·multimedia products and services. 
The~e activities will be implemented by means of a 
combination  of studies,  workshops,  seminars  and 
publications.  The  relevant  organisations  in  the 
European content industry will be closely involved. 
4.  Support actions 
z 3 .  .  .  . 
The· programme· support ·rictions  aim at amplifying 
the ef(ects of the co-re  actions 9f the programme by 
addressing a number of horizontal issues relGvant for 
the progratnme as a ~vh,ole  .. ·  · 
4.1.  Observing  and  antilysillg  the  multimedia 
content market .  .  ' 
· At regular intervais serrlor experts from the content · 
indusiry, from user communities anci  from Member: 
States  will  be  convened  to  monitor,  amilyse  and  .. 
'discuss  the  impact  of multimedia on  tl)e  content 
.industry  and . on  the  different.  aCtors  in  the 
.  information  value  chain. ·.  When  organising  these 
me'etjngs .  mc;>dern  multimedia· : informatif:jn  and 
communication facilities will be useci where possible  .. 
. ·  ·The  .. co~positior(  ··or the .. meetings. wiu  reflect  the 
various  segments. of content  creation,  distribution 
and use within,the  Eur~pean Union, as well as  the': 
· rriapy  regulatory  aspects  · (e.g.'  personal· · data 
protection)  affecting  the  content  .. dimension.  They 
will thus serve as a focus for  di~cussion, exchange of. 
experience  and  co-operation  between. the  various· 
sectors  of .the  contci1t .industry,  between Europe,an 
and national policy  makers.~ and betwcen  .. the supply 
and' user sides of the content market. 
/ 
.  T,he meetings  will focus o.n: 
• long-terrri scenarios, updated whenever justified by 
major  international  dev~lopments  , in  markets, 
technologies, industries and policies . .  .  . 
. •  key  issues  of common  interest  to  market actors . 
· . from  different  sectors  and  from  different  Member  .  .  . 
-States;  such as legal aspects and quality assurance 
• ·  ·obstacles·  ·.to  market  ;  ·development' ·  and · 
recommendations to  the industries,  a_dmlnistratioris 
and users to  overcomett~em.  .  .  . 
•  the  execution  ·· of.  INF02000,  making 
recommendati'ons o.n orientations and priorities. 
Studies will be carried out to monitor chan~s in the 
European and global content markets and provide in-
depth analysis of  key issues. 
· 4.  2.  Spreading the use of  m~ltb1rediu content 
. standards  . 
Standards for  the  structuring  and  presentation  of 
information,  arid.  standards  for  content  encoding,. 
incl~ding  tenninology, . are  essential  in  order  to· 
facilitate  the  · exchange  · .of  documents  · and 
publications, and to· en~ble the' exploitation, access; 
maintenance and re-use of content.  . 
The programrhe support ~ctions ~im to underpin the 
,  core  goals  of the  programm~ and to reinforce  the 
effects  of its  principal  measures.  These  measures. 
· take  account  of the  importance  of developing  a 
legislative  context  thilt  encourages  harmonization 
and sta~dardiZation. 
4.1:  Observing  and  ~  analys~ni: . the  multimedia 
. content market ·  · 
At regular intervals seriior experts  from the- content 
inciustry, from user. communities and from Member ' 
·States  will be  convened  to ,·monitor,  analyse.  and. 
discuss  the  impact  of multirnedia  on  the  content  , 
industry  and  ·.on · the  different  actors  . in  the 
,information  value  ch~in.  When  organising  these 
· meetings · modem  multimedia  iriforinatio.n  and  .. 
. communication facilities wili be used where possible  . 
.  .  . 
The  composition .  of. the. meetings. will . reflect  .the 
various·  segments  of content· creation,  distribution 
and. use withi~ the European Union,  as  w~ll as  the 
· many  regulatory·, aspects,  (e.g.  personal  data 
protection)  affecting  the.  <;onterit  dimension. 'They 
will thus serve as a focus for discussion, exc.hange· of 
experience· and  co-operation  between  the  various 
sectors. of 'the  content industry;  bet\veen  European  . 
. and national policy makers, and b.ehvecn  the si.1pply 
and user sides of t.he content ~arket.  · 
-The me~tings will focus on: · 
. • Im1g-tenn scenarios, updated whenever justified by. 
major  international- developments·.  in  markets, 
.  technologies; industries and policies  · ·  ·· 
• .  key  issues  of common  interest  to  market  actors 
'from different  sectors  and  from  different  Member 
.  States,  such as legal aspects and quality assurance 
•  obstaCles  to  market  development  and 
.  recoinmeri.dati(:ms .  to  the  industries,  administrations 
and .users to ov~rcorrie them ·  , 
· •  the  execution  of  INF02000,  rnaking . 
. recommendations on orientations and pr'iorities. · · 
Studies will be carried out to  monitor changes in the 
European and global content markets and pro~ride in-
. depth analysisofkey issues.  ,  ·  ' 
· .  ·4. 2  ..  Spreading the f!Se of  multimedia content 
standa;ds  · 
.·Harmonization of ~tandards is  particularly  relevant 
. to the provision. of advanced ,info.miation services to 
European  end-users.  Standards  for  the  stri1cturing 
and presentation of illfonnation,  and standards for 
content  encoding,  including.  terminology,  arc 
.  essential  in  order  to  facilitate'  the  exchange  of 
documen~S  . and  publicatiOJIS,'  and  to  enable  the  .· 
e'xploitation,  .access,  .maintenance  and  re-use  of 
content. The work started in this domain under the IMP ACT 
programme will be continued and extended. Actions 
will  be  supported  that  raise  awareness  of  and · 
stimulate  the  use  of  existing  content  standards 
through  workshops  and  electronic  fora  and  by 
publishing reports on paper and electronically. 
4.3.  Encouraging skills development at European 
level 
In order to stimulate skills development, the relevant 
European associations will be encouraged to develop 
and  implement  measures  to  equip  the  European 
content providers with  the necessary skills to  enter 
the age of multimedia and interactivity. Actions to be 
supported will  normally be based on a three-staged 
approach: 
• identification of the most urgent training needs 
•  development  of  pilot  courses  to  test  the 
effectiveness and efficiency of  the proposed actions 
•  launching of the activities in the relevant parts of 
. the  content  industry  and . in  tlie  educational  and· 
training systems. 
The  first  two  steps  could  be  supported·  under 
INF02000.  The  third  step  would  fall  within  the 
remit  of  programmes  like  SOCRATES  and 
LEONARDO,  thus  achieving  important  mJlltiplier 
effects. 
The content industry will be extensively consulted in 
order  to  identify  urgent  needs  and  key  areas. 
Representatives  of  universities  and  vocational 
training  establishments  will  be  closely  associated 
with  these  initiatives.  The  role  of the  Community 
will mainly consist of stimulating, co-ordinating and 
enabling this process. 
The work started in this domain under the IMP  ACT 
programme will be continued and extended. Actions 
will  be  supported  that  raise  a~areness  of  and 
stimulate  the  use  of  existing  content  .  standards 
through . workshops  and  electronic  fora  and  by 
publishing reports on paper and electronically. 
4.3.  Encouraging skills development  at European 
level  · 
In order to stimulate skills development, the relevant 
European associations will be encouraged to develop 
and  implement  measures  to  equip  the  European 
content providers with the  necessary  skills to  enter ' 
the  age  of  multimedia  and  inter-activity.  In 
education too,  greater attention must be  devoted  to 
the European cultural and linguistic heritage, so  that 
at a  later stage  more  use  can be  made  of products 
and  services provided by  the  content  incjustry.  In 
European technological  education. greater  attention 
must be devoted to multi-media aspects.  Actions to 
be  supported ·will  normally  be  based  on  a  three-
staged approach: 
• identification of  the most urgent traitling needs 
•  development  of  pilot  courses  to  test  the 
effectiveness and efficiency of  the proposed actions 
•  launching of the activities in the relevant parts of 
the  content  industry  and  in  the  educational  and 
training systems. 
The  first  two  steps  could  be  supported  tinder 
INF02000.  The  third  step  would  fall  within  the 
remit  of  programmes  like  SOCRATES  and 
LEONARDO,  thus  achieving  important  multiplier 
effects. 
The content industry will be extensively consulted in 
order  to  identify  urgent  needs  and  key  areas. 
Representatives  of  universities  and  vocational 
training  establishments  will  be  closely  associated 
with  these  initiatives.  The ·rote  of the  Community 
will mainly consist of stimulating, co-ordinating and 
enabling this process. 




INDICATIVE BREAKDOWN OF 
.  EXPENDITURE 
1.  Stimulating  demand  and; raising  awareness  3Q-
40% 
2. Exploiting Europe's public ~ector information 18-
-23%.  .  . 
· 3. Triggering European  multimedi~ potential· 33-
45%.  . 
4.  Support actions 7~1"2%, 
Total 100%  -· 
\ 
. This· breakdown  do'cs  riot  e~cludc the  fact  that  a 
project could relate to several activities." 
'  l.; 
·  .. ANNEX II 
INDICATIVE BREAKDOWN OF 
. '  EXPENDITURE 
.  . 
1.  Stimulating demand and 'rilising  awareness 20- . 
30%  '  ' 
'  '  .  '  '  .  '  :  '  / 
. 2.  Making. gobd  use by  the multimedia industry of 
information held. by the public sector, 18"23% · · · 
3. Triggering European  n1ultim'<dia potential 43-
55% 
4. Support actions 7~12% 
TotallOO% 
, . 
This  br~down- does . not  exclude  the  fact  that  a 
project could relate to several activities. 
·, .. ANNEXID 
THE MEANS FOR IMPLEMENTING 
INF02000 
1.  The Commission will implement the programme 
in accordance with the technical content specified in 
Annex I. 
2. The programme,will be executed through indirect 
action and wherever possible on a shared-cost basis.· 
The Community's financial contribution for shared-
cost  projects shall normally not exceed  50% of the 
cost·· ,of  the  project,  with  progressively  lower 
participation the nearer the project is  to  the  market  · 
place.  Special add-on incentives can be  provided to 
encourage participation by SMEs and less favoured  · 
regions. 
3. The selection of shared-cost projects will normally 
be based on the usual procedure of calls for proposals 
published  in  the  OffiCial Journal  of the  European 
Communities. The content of the ·calls for proposals 
will  be  defined  in  close  consultation  with  the 
relevant  experts  and  according  to  ·the  procedure 
referred  to  in  Article  5 of the Decision.  The main 
criterion  for  supporting  projects  through  calls  for 
proposals  will  be  their  potential  contribution  to 
achieving  the.  · objectives · ·of  the  programme. 
Implementation  procedures  will  accommodate  the 
interests  of  all  kinds  of · market  operators  and 
facilitate their participation in the programme. · 
4.  The  Commission  may  also  implement  a  more 
flexible funding scheme than the call for  proposals  .  . 
in  order  to  provide  incentives  for  the  creation  of 
partnerships,  in  particular  involving  SMEs  and 
. organisations in less favoured 'regions,  or for  other 
exploratory  activities  in  different  segments  of the 
multimedia  content  market.  This scheme  might be 
operated on a permanent basis. 
5.  The  Commission  will  make  provision  for· 
considering in  exceptional  cases  unsolicited project 
proposals  which  involve  a  particularly  promising 
and  significant  multimedia  market  development,  a 
highly  innovative  approach  or  an  exceptional 
.  technology  or  methodology,  and  which  cannot  be 
submitted  within  the  ·normal  call  for  proposals 
procedure:  The  objective  of . avoiding  market 
distortion will be maintained. 
6.  The  detailed.  arrangements  for  the  procedures 
referred to under points 4 and 5 will be implemented 
through the  consultative committee procedure (type 
I)  and  in  accordance  with  the  Commission's. 
financial  regulations.  They will be  published in  the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
ANNEX III 
THE MEANS FOR IMPLEMENTING 
INF02000 
1.  The Commission will  implement the progritmme 
in accordance with the technical content specified in 
Annexl.  '  · 
2. The programme will be executed through indirect 
actiori and wherever possible on a shared-cost basis. 
The Community's financial contribution for shared-
cost projects shall  normally not exceed  50% of the 
cost  of  the  project,  with  progressively  lower 
participation the nearer the project is to the market 
place.  Special add-on incentives can be  provided  to 
encourage participation by  SMEs and less favoured 
regions. 
3. 'The selection of shared-cost projects will normally 
be based on the 'usual procedure of calls for proposals 
published  in the  Official  Journal  of the  European 
Communities. The content of the calls for proposals 
will  be  defined  in  close  consultation  with  the 
relevant  experts  and  ·according  to  the  procedure 
referred to in Article  5 of the  Decision.  The  main 
criterion  for  supporting  projects  through  calls  for 
proposals  will  be  their  potential  contribution  to 
achieving  the  objectives.  of  the  programme. 
Implementation  procedures  will  accommodate  the 
interests  of  all  kinds  of  m<;Irket  operators  and 
facilitate their participation in the programme. 
4.  The  Commission  may  also·  implement  a  more 
flexible funding scheme than the call  for  proposals 
in  order  to  provide  incentives  for  the  creation  of 
partnerships,  in  particular  involving  SMEs  and 
organisations in  less· favoured  regions,  ot for  other 
exploratory  activities  in.  different ·segments  of the 
multimedia  content  market.  This scheme·. might  be 
operated on a permanent basis. 
5.  The  Commission  will  make  provision  for 
considering in exceptional  cases unsolicited  project 
proposals  which  Involve  a  particularly  promising 
· and  significant  multimedia  market  development,  a 
highly  innovative  approach  or  an  exceptional 
technology  or  methodology,  and  which  cannot  be  . 
submitted  within  .the  normal  call  for  proposals 
procedure.  The  objective  of  avoiding  market 
distortion will be maintained. 
6.  The  detailed  arrangements  for  the  procedures 
referred to under points 4 and 5 will.be implemented 
through the consultative committee procedure  (type 
I)  and  in  · accordance  with  the  Commission's 
financial  regulations.' They will be  pubiished in  the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 




. 7. ProjeCts fully financed by the Commission within 
the framework of  study and services contracts will ~e  . 
implemented through calls for tenders in accordance 
. with  the  Commission's ·  Fina~cial . Re~lations. · 
· Transparency : wili  be  achieved  by  publishing  th~ 
workj  prpgramme  and  circulath1g  it  to  trade 
associations arid other interested bodies.-· 
s:  F()r  the'  implementation  of the  programme  the 
Commission  .'  will  also  ·undertake  preparatory, 
accompanying  and  support  activities  designed  to 
achieve. the general objectives of the programme and 
the specific aims of each.action iine  .. This inCludes 
activities such as:  studie~  ·and~~itsultancy-iil. support . 
of _ this  programme;,,. preliminary  .. _·actions  in 
prepaiatlqn of future  -a~tivities;  measures  aimed  at 
facilitating participation in the programme as well as 
facilitating access to the results produced under the 
programme;  publications  and  activities . for  -the · 
dissemination,' p~omotion and exploitation 6f results; 
;analysis  of  possible  -soci6-economic  consequenc~s 
associated  ·with  the·:~- programme;  arid·  sup-port 
. activities  such  as. observation  and  analysis  of the 
multimedia  content' m;trket, .spreading  the_  use  of · 
multimedia  content  standards,.  and  encouraging : 
skills development at European level. 
9.  Participation in this  programme by  international 
organisations may be financed, in exceptional cases, 
on the same basis as that  of legal entities established_ 
in the Community.  -
.  ) 
.... 
l  ..... 
7  .. Projects fully financed by the ·Commission  ~vithin 
the framework of study .and services contracts will be 
implemented through calls for tenders in accordance . 
With· the current financial  provisions.  Tr~nsparency 
·Win he achieyed by publishingthe work programme, 
and  circulating  it ·to .trade  associations  and . other 
·interested bodies. 
8.  For  the  i~plementation of the programme  ~he 
Commission  will  also  undertake  . preparatory, -
·accompanying  ari.d  -support·_ .activities  designed .  to  _.  -
achieve the general objectives.of the programme and 
the specific aims of each action Iine.-This includes 
activities such as: studies and Consultancy in support 
of  this.  programme;  preliminary ·  actions  in 
- I  . 
preparation  of future  activities;  measures  aimed  at 
facilitating participation in the programme as well as· 
facilitating access to  the results produced  undc~ the -
programme;  publications  and  -_  activities  for  the 
dissemination, promotion and exploitation of  ~esults; 
--analysis'- of possible  socio-econ_omic  conseqt;ences 
associa~ed  ·With  -the  programme;  and- support 
-- activities  such  as  observation  and .  analysis  of the -
multi~nedia c;ontent- _market,  spreading  the  tlse  of 
multimedia  content -standards,  and  -·encouraging 
skills development at European level: 
9.  Paqicipation in -this  programme by· international 
organisations may be financed, in exceptional cases, 
on the sai:ne basis as that oflegal entities established 
in the Community. 
lO.All projects receiving financial support under the 
INF02000 programme will be, required to display an 
. acknowledgement of  the funding received.- -
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